February 24th 2022 marks the beginning of a new dark era in European and international security. Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine is the latest manifestation of Russia as a threat to both international security and the liberal word order that began with the Russian-Georgian war in August 2008 and continued with Russia’s annexation of Crimea in March 2014. The ongoing war in Ukraine poses a series of security risks that exceed geopolitical security and encompass energy security, food security, and the use of new forms of warfare. The latter have been exemplified, among other things, by Russian cyber-attacks against several institutions in Czechia and the Social Democratic Party in Germany that were carried out at the beginning of May 2024. This is unfortunately not an isolated incidence. Russian hackers carried out a cyber-attack against the European Parliament in November 2022. The hacking followed the European Parliament’s publication of a resolution of 23 November which characterized Russia as a “state sponsor or terrorism” and as a “state that uses means of terrorism.”

These increasing and wide-ranging security risks need to be met by adequate responses, including deterrence by the UK and its European and transatlantic partners. Hence, the UK and its international partners face the major challenge of narrowing the capabilities-expectations gap in security and defense policy. The term “capabilities-expectations gap” was coined by the British scholar Christopher Hill, who argued in 1993 that for the EU to meet its expectations of becoming an actor with political and economic clout in international affairs, it needed to enhance its capabilities, especially with regards to addressing...
shortcomings in its security and defense policy. About three decades since its inception, Hill’s capabilities-expectations gap remains a relevant framework for conceptualizing the response of the UK and its allies to Russia’s war against Ukraine. In this essay, capabilities imply the urgency in enhancing military, financial and humanitarian support for Ukraine whilst meeting expectations of re-establishing security in Ukraine and in Europe. This article demonstrates that the UK’s response to the war in Ukraine between February 2022 until June 2024 faces a capabilities-expectations gap. Russia’s increased aggression and brutality during the course of this war necessitates enhanced capabilities by Ukraine’s allies, including the UK, to deliver ammunition, tanks, and fighter jets. Narrowing the capabilities-expectations gap is compounded by challenges in UK domestic politics and potential supply issues for its military support of Ukraine.

The UK’s initial response to the war in Ukraine was challenged by a leadership crisis. On 24 February 2022, Prime Minister Boris Johnson reacted to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine by stating that “our worst fears have now come true, and all our warnings have proved tragically accurate. President Putin of Russia has unleashed war in our European continent. He has attacked a friendly country without any provocation and without any credible excuse.” Five months later, in July 2022, Johnson was forced to step down following the resignation of several ministers, and evidence of his inability to govern during the COVID-19 pandemic, which was epitomized by business gatherings which were in breach of public health restrictions imposed by Johnson. On 6 September Liz Truss became prime minister; her record-making six weeks in office were marked by the sacking of two of the longest serving ministers, and her proposal of a mini budget resulting in the largest tax cuts since 1972, which contributed to a gradually intensifying economic crisis marked by increasing inflation and a cost-of-living crisis, which was compounded by increases in gas and electricity prices in autumn 2022. On 25 October 2022 Truss resigned, arguing that she “could not deliver the mandate on which [she] was elected.” Her geopolitically and economically disastrous policies left her successor, Rishi Sunak, with numerous challenges. Responding to the Ukraine crisis remains one of the priorities of Sunak’s term as exemplified in the British government’s announcement in December 2022 of a support package of £304 million for Ukraine. This package includes continued supply of ammunition in addition to previously supplied multiple launch rocket systems and 125 anti-aircraft guns. Since Russia’s full-scale invasion, the UK government pledged £12.5 billion support to Ukraine, including around £7.6 billion for military assistance.

---


Despite this assurance of additional ammunition to Ukraine by the UK and Ukraine’s allies, potential supply shortages need to be taken into consideration when assessing the UK’s military aid to Ukraine. On 14 February 2023 NATO’s Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg acknowledged at a press conference prior to the NATO Defense Ministers meeting at the alliance’s headquarters that “we are in a race of logistics. Key capabilities like ammunition, fuel and spare parts must reach Ukraine before Russia ceases the initiative on the battlefield.” In spite of plans to securing more ammunition, Stoltenberg stated in March 2023 that “the current rate of ammunition expenditure is higher than the current production rate.” He asserted that the war was consuming enormous amount of ammunition depleting allies’ stockpiles: “The current rate of Ukraine’s ammunition expenditure is many times higher than our current rate of production. It puts our defence industries under strain. The waiting time for large caliber ammunition has increased from twelve to twenty-eight months.” Considering these delays, he argued that an investment in production was needed. This investment had to be complemented with increasing investment in defense. At the NATO summit in Vilnius in July 2023, Stoltenberg stated that since 2014 an additional US $ 450 billion had been made. Almost one year after the Vilnius summit and the continuation of Russia’s brutal war, NATO and its allies need to continuously enhance their capabilities in deterrence and defense to help Ukraine win this war.

The pressure to seek to close the capability-expectations gap by increasing defense is a responsibility for every NATO member-state. Despite the UK government’s initial difficulty in meeting its expectations of delivering prompt military support to Ukraine, Sunak offered military support to Ukraine. A week prior to President Volodymyr Zelensky’s meeting with Sunak on 15 May 2023, the UK government promised to supply long-range missiles and armed drones. F-16 jets are crucial for controlling air space and are more effective than Soviet jets in seeking to strategically combat Russian-occupied territories. The UK government began training Ukrainian pilots in June 2023 but has not yet assured the delivery of F-16 jets. However, in seeking to meet Ukraine’s need for these jets, Downing Street started a policy of cooperation with the Dutch government. Two days after Zelensky’s visit to the UK, the British prime minister and his Dutch counterpart Mark Rutte agreed to establish an “international coalition” to obtain F-16 fighter jets.

---


On 7 November 2023, the UK government and Poland signed a deal that is worth over £4 billion to invest in the planning of the next phase of Poland’s air defense to enhance European security in light of Russia’s ongoing threats.\(^7\)

International cooperation in the securing of F-16 jets remains crucial. Even though F-16s are produced in the US, the Biden administration was initially hesitant to offer them to Ukraine.\(^8\) After having announced at the end of January 2023 that the US would not provide Ukraine with these jets, in May 2023 the US administration assured to offer support to its allies with the export of F-16 jets.\(^9\)

On his visit to France in May 2023, President Zelensky repeated his request for the provision of F-16 jets, but his French counterpart Emmanuel Macron merely agreed to the training of Ukrainian pilots without specifying for which plane type.\(^10\) In a similar vein to Macron, the chairwoman of the Defense Committee in the German Bundestag Marie-Agnes Strack-Zimmermann was hesitant to provide F-16 jets.\(^11\) She stated that she “did not see German Tornado and Eurofighter jets operation in Ukrainian airspace.”\(^12\) Despite these delays with delivery of these jets and the training of pilots and ground staff who are responsible for authorizing the release of weapons off the ground, progress regarding the use of F-16s seems to have been made. At the time of writing this article, June 2024, it is estimated that the necessary training will begin this summer after Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway promised Ukraine to deliver about 80 F-16s originating from the US.\(^13\)

German Chancellor Olaf Scholz reiterated his country’s financial support for Ukraine for as long as necessary and announced a military support plan of about €2.7 billion including tanks and aerial defense

---


\(^13\) Pjotr Sauer, Shaun Walker, and Dan Sabbagh. ““It is All Lining up’: Plan for Ukraine to Finally Start Using F-16 Jets this Summer,” The Guardian, June 20 2024. [https://www.theguardian.com/world/article/2024/jun/20/it-is-all-lining-up-plan-for-ukraine-to-finally-start-using-f-16-jets-this-summer](https://www.theguardian.com/world/article/2024/jun/20/it-is-all-lining-up-plan-for-ukraine-to-finally-start-using-f-16-jets-this-summer)
Almost one year later, on 11 June 2024, Chancellor Scholz and President Zelensky hosted a conference in Berlin addressing Ukraine’s recovery. The President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen announced the agreement of a grant of €1.4 billion for Ukraine’s reconstruction.

Ukraine’s military support in the form of F-16 jets for instance remains a challenge for the UK and its allies. Both the UK and its European allies have to increase their capabilities in ensuring the prompt and adequate supply of arms. Expectations to end the war whilst establishing peace and security in Ukraine and Europe remain extremely high. This expectation can only be met by continued and enhanced support for military aid to Ukraine. The narrowing of the capabilities-expectations gap is currently compounded by potential supply shortages of ammunition. Furthermore, the international political landscape is likely to be reshuffled this year due to the upcoming election in the UK on 4 July, and elections in France and the US. The hope remains that newly formed governments make support for Ukraine a priority on their political agendas despite remaining challenges to narrow the capabilities-expectations gap.
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